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In this issue, we are publishing three papers on the Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea (hereinafter referred to as North 

orea). The first paper, that is my paper, “ olicies That Attach 
Importance to conomy in the Democratic eople s epublic of 
Korea – from the Beginning of Kim Jong Un Era to the Fifth 

lenary Meeting of the eventh Central Committee of the
orkers  arty of orea .” utting emphases on economy is

one of the characteristics of the Kim Jong Un era. Focus is 
placed on policy development which underscores economic
reform that has been carried out very carefully, and touches on
the fact that it was being carried out even during the “byun in
line”. It also illustrates that the most di cult and crucial part of
the reform will come after the resolution of the conflict with the

nited tates.
The second paper is “ ussia s olicy on conomic Coopera-

tion with orth orea” by A AI Hirofumi. This paper describes 
the economic cooperation between Russia and North Korea, a 
relationship which has been attracting attention since the Rus-
so-D  summit meeting in Vladivostok in April 19. The pa-
per also describes the history of exchange between ussia and 

North Korea after the establishment of the Russian Federation, 
trade, infrastructure development, and the acceptance of orth 
Korean workers into Russia.

The final paper, which is also my paper, “D s esponse 
against COVID-19.” This paper tentatively summari es how 

orth orea has responded to the novel coronavirus infectious 
disease mainly through an analysis of 9  articles published in 
the party ga ette, The Rodong Sinmun, between January , 

 and May , .
The interest level of the Japanese society in orth orea s ac-

tions has waned recently, as the - orth orea talks are dead-
locked. However, orth orea seems to be steadily preparing for 
post-  negotiations. This preparation includes both good and 
bad scenarios. eighboring countries such as China and ussia 
seem to expect a fairly long transition period, although they re-
quire orth orea to make a minimum ad ustment to denuclear-
i ation. As a neighbor of orth orea, Japan must consider how 
to deal with North Korea regardless of relations with the United 

tates. e hope the three papers will help you with such think-
ing.
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